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INTRODUCTION
This past two summers I had the opportunity to work for a large North 

American Automotive Manufacture in supplier delivery. Providing me with an 

amazing opportunity to travel within the company to various plant locations 

that included Alabama, Indiana, Ohio, Canada, and Mexico. This allowed me 

to be able to see many different areas not only within the delivery aspect but 

within purchasing as a whole. As a team we were tasked to work with four 

different suppliers located within Mexico performing Label Audits. These 

suppliers had shown a massive amount of spikes in Mis-labels within the 

previous months. Therefore causing Downtime and Units to Repair line-side 

during production. I was tasked to pull data internally and create 

presentations presented to Top Management, while also taking part in the 

internal auditing.

KEY FACTS

What is a Mis-label?

- A Mis-label is error within the label or parts inside the box causing 

potential D/T and UTR’s line-side.

Some impacts regarding Mis-labels include:

- Risk of production line stop

- Market risk (wrong parts installed)

- Abnormal flow to contain & correct problem

- Non-value added costs

What can be considered a Mis-label?

- Short to Container - Mixed Container     - Wrong Part Level

- Over to Container - Wrong Label - Wrong Model Type

- Mixed Parts/Color - Wrong Color           - Wrong Parts

PURPOSE

The purpose of this project was to help minimize the amount of Downtime (D/T) 

and Units to Repair (UTR’s) that occur line-side among all sites. When the line is 

down we are not producing, which is very crucial to the company and can 

become costly. Also we want to ensure that Suppliers are Label compliant with 

our standards regarding labeling. This is done through internal auditing of the 

part process starting from the raw materials, and ending at the process where 

the label is created before shipment. 

LESSONS LEARNED

I was able to gain a plethora amount of information regarding "Delivery" within a 

North American Automotive Manufacturer standpoint. Was given the opportunity 

to analyze real data within the company's internal reporting system to find trends 

and commonality. I also was able to take part in strengthening our business 

relationship with these suppliers through suggestions of process improvements 

and implementations. With meeting with suppliers allowed me to gain stronger 

communication skills through that can be used later in my career with future 

auditing and presenting. 

 Please note that the currency rate changes daily
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